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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2021 #10.1 --- October 2021
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or
prepared specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Happy October, everyone!
As we roll into spring, the weather is warming, the flowers are blooming, and the magpies are swooping, so
it’s a fantastic time to celebrate Australian Wildlife Week (5-11). In the spirit of Australian Wildlife Week and
World Habitat Day (5), in this week’s newsletter we want to encourage the preservation of the natural habitats
home to our unique Aussie species by reducing pollution, practicing sustainable agriculture, and becoming
community conservationists. Our volunteers present to you insightful articles on how to conserve our natural
environment so our Australian flora and fauna can thrive.
I hope you enjoy this month’s issue and as always, we would like to hear your thoughts.
Regards,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2021 National/International Events Calendar
October
4-8
5
5-11
9
13
16
17
18-24
18-24
20
22
24
27

3rd World Seabird Conference
World Habitat Day
Australian Wildlife Week
World Migratory Bird Day
International Day for Disaster Reduction
World Food Day
International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
National Bird Week
Aussie Backyard Bird Count
National Ride 2 Work Day
Wombat Day
United Nations Day
World Day for Audiovisual Heritage

November
1-12
UN Climate Change Conference COP 26
5
World Tsunami Awareness Day
8-14
National Recycling Week
10
World Science Day for Peace and Development
13
HOPE AGM, followed by 1st Ordinary Meeting for 2021-2022
21
World Fisheries Day

Office News --- October 2021
Good morning folks,
Firstly, a recap of September’s highlights:
• Ordinary Meeting held on 11 September
• Issued stacks of media releases
• Received a $5,000 donation to the HOPE Public Fund
• Accounts audited with a $112 GST refund coming our way
• Unsuccessful grant application for Waste Minimisation Brochure project (21/09/21)
Now that the accounts and cheque-books are back in the office, we have arranged to purchase a drone
which will be used to help local/regional groups ‘survey’ their landscapes to ascertain key features
and/or problem areas. FREE drone workshops and ‘fly-overs’ have already been offered to the Friends
of the Escarpment Parks (FEP) Toowoomba and the management committee of Dingo Mountain
Reserve.
Lastly, our Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held on Saturday 13 November 2021.
We would appreciate YOU stepping up to help with secretarial and treasury (i.e., accounting activities)
– as well as assisting with social media postings; and researching material for articles, etc.
(see Management Committee and Admin Support Team roles at HOPE Australia Protect the
Environment: Our people).
Regards,
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph. 07 4639 2135

Request from Friends of the Escarpment Parks (FEP) Toowoomba

Looking for access to a hydraulic press.
Friends of the Escarpment Parks (FEP) are
volunteer group actively removing weeds from more
than 10 bushland parks in Toowoomba and
Highfields. Previously we have modified a number of
shovels to produce these fantastic mini root blades
which are very effective at removing lantana and
other weeds.

Access to a hydraulic press will help us construct more mini root blades for our ongoing bush
regeneration activities. Creases
are required to strengthen the
flat blade before trimming the
edges to enable good ground
penetration
and
leverage.
Mini root blade
Currently we have a number of
shovels and the know-how but
not the press. Suitable 6 tonne (or more) floor or bench mounted hydraulic
press with 2 movable press blocks.
Please contact Greg Lukes (FEP) mob: 0428 288 077 if you know of a
hydraulic press that is available in Toowoomba or if you would like more
information about our interesting activities which are helping to preserve
our natural bushland environment. Our groups offer activities during the
week or on the occasional weekend at a variety of different locations.

Feature Article
The National Plastics Plan (2021) Summary and Critique
Dan Bielich – HOPE researcher WA; B.Sc. – Climate Science, M.S. Env, completing B. Ren-Eng

Summary Review:
Our use of plastic is increasing, and across the world will double by
2040. Plastic has unique properties of being highly mouldable,
durable, lightweight and cheap to produce have made it one of the
most prevalent human made products on earth. It serves critical
functions in medicine, keeps food fresh and reduces transport costs.
Plastic consumption has grown dramatically since the 1970s and our
plastic production is expected to double in the next 20 years. Australia
now produces 2.5 million tonnes of plastic waste each year, equating
to 100 kg per person. Of this, only 13% of plastic is recovered and
84% is sent to landfill. More concerningly, around 130,000 tonnes of
the plastic we consume leaks into the environment each year.
Of the 24 billion cigarettes sold in Australia each year, 8 billion are littered. If
placed end to end, these could wrap around Earth 6.5 times. Microplastics
are an issue of increasing concern. Microplastics are very small pieces of
plastic that remain when large pieces of plastic break down. Once in the
environment, microplastic particles can be absorbed by plants and animals
and accumulate in the food chain. Each of us already digest an estimated
74,000 to 113,000 particles per year.
Wastewater is a key pathway for microplastics entering the marine environment. The Australian Government
has supported industry to voluntarily phase out microbeads from 99.3% of rinse-off cosmetic, personal care
and cleaning products sold in Australia. To further address microplastics, the Australian Government will
work with industry to phase in microfibre filters on all washing machines sold in Australia by 2030.
Community stewardship is key to removing litter from our
waterways and beaches. The best custodian of any
landscape is the local community. For this reason, the
Australian Government is supporting local communities and
Traditional Owners to drive the clean-up of plastic litter.

Solution:
No single intervention can fix the plastics problem on its own.
The simplest way to reduce plastic waste and pollution is to
avoid using unnecessary and problematic plastics. Industry
needs to phase out problematic plastic materials to support
State bans on specific products. Product design provides an
unmatched point of intervention to reduce plastic waste.
Investments and Support:
Taking Responsibility for our plastic: waste export ban to regulate waste plastic exports by banning the
export of unsorted mixed plastic from 1 July 2021 and unprocessed single polymer or resin plastics from
1 July 2022.
The Recycling Modernisation Fund will turbo-charge Australia’s recycling industry, generating $600
million of recycling investment.
Modern Manufacturing Strategy ($1.5 billion) which identifies recycling as a national manufacturing
priority.
Product Stewardship Invest $7 million to support 10 projects through the National Product Stewardship
to establish new plastics product stewardship schemes and expand existing schemes.
Regional Solutions Assess and identify collection processes and the feasibility of reprocessing
packaging waste in remote and regional areas through partnerships.
Industry to deliver 4 National Packaging Targets by 2025, of which 2 concern recycling: 70% of plastic
packaging being recycled or composted AND 50% of average recycled content included in packaging
(20% for plastic packaging).
Invest $20.6 million to create the public-facing Waste Data Visualisation Platform.
Cooperative Research Centres Projects Grants: $29.1 million to research projects that demonstrate
innovative ways to recycle plastics and reduce plastics going to landfill.

-

-

Expand the Australian Plastics Recycling Survey to provide a comprehensive picture of the consumption,
flow and recycling of plastics in Australia.
Circular Economy Roadmap: CSIRO’s National Circular Economy Roadmap for Plastics, Glass, Paper
and Tyres - Pathways for unlocking future growth opportunities for Australia (the Roadmap) provides
valuable information to support the circular economy. It will be used by governments, industry and
researchers to inform future decisions on investment, policy development and research priorities.
National Environmental Science Program (NESP): Waste impact management will be a NESP crosscutting priority to support policy development, program management and regulatory processes in both
marine and terrestrial environments.

2021 PLAN:
-

Measure 2011 and Australian Packaging Covenant to evaluate how well the co-regulatory arrangements
are working to reduce the environmental impacts of packaging.
Establish a National Circular Economy Hub and Market place by end 2021
Work across the plastics recycling supply chain to develop nationally consistent performance standards
for material recovery facilities to deliver clean feedstock for remanufacturing.
Promotions and Initiatives for industries to use more recycled plastics
Businesses to commit to increase their use of recycled content through Australian Packaging Covenant
Organisation’s (APCO) Member Pledge program.

Government Commitments:
1. The Australian Government has strengthened the Commonwealth Procurement Rules to make
sustainability, including the use of recycled materials, part of the value for money assessment for
everything it buys.
2. Australian households and consumers face barriers to recycling correctly. Industry reports find that
materials in kerbside recycling bins are often disposed of incorrectly.
3. The Australian Government will fast-track the rollout of the Australasian Recycling Label (ARL) so that
by the end of 2023 approximately 80% of supermarket products will display the ARL. The ARL will also
be rolled out to business-to-business packaging (27% of plastic packaging in Australia).
4. Australia needs a consistent nationwide kerbside recycling collection system. Inconsistency in kerbside
recycling, including the colour of bin lids and what is accepted for recycling can cause consumer
confusion.
5. Australia is on track to have container deposit schemes in every state and territory. Every state and
territory now have, or plans to implement, a container deposit scheme.
6. The Australian Government will refer companies making false or misleading labelling and environmental
claims such as misrepresentation of recyclability to the ACCC for investigation.
7. Consistent Kerbside Recycling Collection: The Australian Government will work with states and
territories to harmonise kerbside recycling collection.
8. Recycle Mate: The Australian Government is supporting the national rollout of the Recycle Mate App in
2021. The app helps consumers determine whether a product can be recycled.
9. The Australian Government will take action on the most commonly littered plastics. Cigarette butts are
the most often littered plastic item in Australia.
The Australian Governments Department of Agriculture, Water and
Environment, has released this document in the aim of reducing the
plastic consumption of one-use plastics, and to ultimately adjust the
publics past habits which have been proved to be detrimental to the
environment. Our society is still heavily reliant on one-use plastic,
which makes it encouraging is that change may occur over time with
plans such as these leading the way. What is promising about this
paper specifically is that it attacks the plastic problem from various
perspectives across a range of departments, levels of governments
and communities.
It contemplates general public change, local government changes and even state level changes that need to
occur for this plan to go to fruition. The paper further specifies changes that will be implemented in rural vs
city environments. The investment and support section clarifies the government actions that will be introduced
to assist in actualising this plan.
Overall, the plan could be successful if the government funding and support does not fall through, whoever
with government elections coming up in the upcoming year it could prove difficult.

Queensland News
Anita Erba – Regional Agriculture Landcare Facilitator (RALF)
Since July 2020 I have working in the role of Regional Agriculture Landcare Facilitator (RALF) for the Darling
Downs as part of the team at Southern Queensland Landscapes. My main job is to help landholders and
community groups practice more sustainable agriculture. I do this in a number of ways:
• Providing information on funding opportunities for community groups and landholders; e.g., Smart
Farms Small Grants and Natural Resource Management Drought Resilience Program grants.
• Helping land managers and groups to make connections with other agencies and industry groups
such as Biosecurity Queensland, local Governments and Growcom.
• Attending as many community gatherings and workshops as possible; this helps me find out which
issues are more important and what sort of resources are needed.
• Finding information on emerging ideas and innovative practices relevant to land managers on the
Darling Downs and the best ways to access it. Currently the issue of soil carbon – how to increase
it for soil health and how land managers can enter the carbon market – are quite topical.
I grew up on a sugar cane farm near Mackay - my family has been farming for many generations - and have
lived on the Darling Downs since 1998.
I have worked in Natural Resource Management since 2016 and previously worked in public libraries for 20
years.
The Darling Downs is home to a population of approximately 233,000. Agriculture – mainly cropping and
grazing - has been the mainstay of this region since European settlement. However, increasing urbanisation,
and mining and resources activities mean that the demographic profile and landscape are constantly
changing.
Other issues in the agriculture sector include farms being subdivided into residential blocks, increasing
proportion of absentee landholders, fluctuating markets and long-term drought. When rainfall does occur, it
is often in storm events which can cause localised flooding and erosion issues. Being able to maximise water
infiltration and reduce run-off is a perennial challenge for landholders.
Invasive animals such as feral pigs and weed
species such as African boxthorn, lantana and
Mother-of millions have a significant impact on
agricultural production and the health of waterways
and native vegetation on the Darling Downs. The
management of invasive species are a major
challenge for landholders; an important role for the
RALF is to assist connecting landholders and groups
with best management practices and other agencies
such as councils and Biosecurity Queensland.
The region has many active Landcare and
community groups, striving to support landholders
embrace and utilise knowledge and resources to
ensure the long-term sustainability of agriculture, the
natural environment and livelihoods. I enjoy every
chance I get to work with these groups and
landholders especially in the distribution of information and resources.

National News
Australian Wildlife Week, 5-11 October 2020 - www.aws.org.au/australian-wildlife-week
From the well-loved kangaroo and koala to prickly echidnas and quirky
quolls, Australia is known for having some of the most unique wildlife in
the world, both beautiful and fearsome. Our animals feature in postcards,
as plush toys, and are a major draw for tourists to our country.
What makes Australian fauna so unique? According to Professor Rick
Shine from the School of Biological Sciences at the University of Sydney:
“Australia has a unique fauna because it was isolated from the rest of the
world for very long periods. The Australian continent was surrounded by
ocean for many millions of years, and so the plants and animals on that
very large life-raft were able to evolve in distinctive ways.”
As well as our distinctive marsupials and monotremes, we are home to a rich variety of birds, (including
12.5% of the world’s parrot species), marine life, insects, spiders and reptiles.
Australian Wildlife Week is held on the first week of October to celebrate the diversity of Australian fauna and
to raise awareness about wildlife conservation. During this week, we can help spread awareness on issues
affecting our wildlife, including education on how to improve the environment in which our animals make their
habitat.
The Australian Wildlife Society offers 50% off 1 and 3-year membership subscriptions, allowing you to be
part of the AWS community and stay informed about the rights of Australian animals and the work that AWS
does to help them.

Australian Sustainable built Environment Council - www.asbec.asn.au
Main aims
Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council (ASBEC) is the peak body of key
organisations committed to a sustainable built environment in Australia. ASBEC
provides a forum for diverse groups involved in the built environment to gather, find
common ground and intelligently discuss contentious issues as well as advocate their
own sustainability products, policies and initiatives.
Major Achievements
Roadmap for quality control and safety in insulation installation
The Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council (ASBEC) and Energy
Efficiency Council have launched a research report on quality control and
safety in the installation of insulation in Australian buildings. Download the
Research
Report
at
www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/EEC-ASBEC-Insulation-Report-Feb-2021.pdf
ASBEC Building Confidence Recommendations Policy Response
ASBEC members strongly support the recommendations in the Building
Confidence report (BCR), authored by Peter Shergold and Bronwyn Wier.
ASBEC’s Policy Response addresses the BCR recommendations, with a
specific focus on sustainability and energy efficiency. Download the Policy
Response
at
https://www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2021/04/201013-ASBEC-Compliance-Position-Final.pdf.
Download ASBEC’s media release at www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/201013-ASBEC-Media-release-Building-EnergyStandards.pdf
Issues Paper: Reshaping Infrastructure for a net zero emissions future ASBEC was engaged in publishing
the Issues Paper: Reshaping Infrastructure for a net zero emissions future. The Paper is designed to progress

a new conversation to better understand the challenges and opportunities in
reshaping transport, energy, water, communications and waste infrastructure for a
net zero emissions world. It is the first step in a broader effort to reshape Australia’s
infrastructure agenda and makes the case for why emissions reductions should be
prioritised in infrastructure advice and decisions today. Download the full paper at
www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/200304-CWA-ISCAASBEC-Reshaping-Infrastructure-Issues-Paper.pdf
Every Building Counts
ASBEC, as one of sponsors, supported the project “Every Building Counts: A
practical plan for emissions reduction”, which set out a clear pathway to achieve net
zero
carbon
buildings
by
2030.
Download
the
full
report
at
www.everybuildingcounts.com.au
Growing the Market for Sustainable Homes: Industry Roadmap
ASBEC and the CRC for Low Carbon Living have developed Growing the market for sustainable homes – a
roadmap outlining four steps to build momentum:
•
differentiate sustainable housing in the market
•
train and reward the construction industry
•
build awareness
•
broadcast the positive business case

Volunteer Positions Available
More active volunteers – both local and remote (i.e., online) – are required to help us maintain our level
of activity. Volunteers are needed to help with projects, events and display activities, as well as general
admin duties and media/publications work. We invite members and supporters to step up and volunteer
some time and talents to help share the workload.
Please contact the office on 07 4639 2135 or email office@hopeaustralia.org.au to offer your
assistance.
\

A fair portion of the above work would ideally be done by locals (i.e., in the Toowoomba area) because
the HOPE office is in Toowoomba. However, quite a bit of the literature review, research, media and
publications activity can be done via email. If you have a little bit of time to help us in any way, then
contact the HOPE office on email office@hopeaustralia.org.au or phone (07) 4639 2135.

In Defence of Safe Food
By Gillian Blair, Secretary - Sustainable Agriculture & Communities Alliance (1 June 2021)
These days there is an awareness of the health problems associated with agricultural chemicals. Many of
us grow as much fresh produce as we can in our own back yards. What we cannot grow is purchased from
supermarkets, or, if we are lucky, from farmers markets.
Over the years we have been assured that government, the food industry, supermarkets, and health
departments ensure that our food is safe. This is despite the fact that some agricultural chemicals used on
food crops in Australia have been banned in overseas countries.
Things have just taken a turn for the worse. As far as food safety is concerned, Australians now have less
rights and protection than domestic cats.
The irradiation of cat food is banned in Australia because between 2008 and 2009, approximately 90
Australian cats died or were paralysed because they ate irradiated food.
The Queensland Department of Agriculture recently applied to Food Standards Australia & New Zealand
(FSANZ) for the irradiation of all fresh fruit and vegetables for human consumption. FSANZ has approved
the application. As there are other non-chemical methods of killing insects in fresh food, approval of irradiation
seems like a reckless gamble with public health.
Studies on food irradiation of fruit, vegetables, meat, and fish, have shown that the chemicals generated by
irradiation cause the formation of free radicals and significant DNA damage.
According to the USA group, Cancer Prevention Coalition, “there … are numerous reports of chronic toxic
effects on test animals fed irradiated food. These include reproductive damage in rodents and chromosomal
damage in rodents, monkeys and children.”
Scientific studies have shown that irradiation destroys up to 96% of vitamins A, B, C, E and K along with
other essential nutrients and enzymes that ripen fruit and aid digestion.
In a Hearing before the US Senate Sub-Committee on Health and the Environment, and in a letter published
in Nutrition Reviews, Volume 50, Issue 10, October 1992, page 311, George L. Tritsch Ph.D., from the
Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, New York, publicly stated: “I am opposed to food irradiation because
it is clear that this process increases the levels of mutagens and carcinogens in the food. The inevitable
consequence of this is that in two to five decades in the future, the incidence of cancer will increase from
what we see now, in direct proportions to the amounts of irradiated food consumed…”
The members of the Sustainable Agriculture & Communities Alliance believe it is the responsibility of State
Government Ministers to prevent irradiation of our fresh fruit and vegetables on the grounds of health and
safety. Our submission against food irradiation gave substantial reasons why fresh foods should not be
irradiated, as there are alternative non-toxic and non-chemical methods to deal with any insect contamination
of foods.
Although some imported herbal teas and dried herbs are irradiated, these goods are a very small part of the
diet. In contrast, fresh fruit and vegetables form a large part of the healthy diet. As stated above, Irradiation
destroys the nutritional qualities of fresh foods and forms radiolytic cancer-causing toxins.
There are quick and simple steps we can take to ensure that food irradiation is not allowed. The criminal
insanity of food irradiation will come to pass unless people call or write to supermarket head offices, and/or
phone state government health ministers and agriculture ministers. This is the last chance to prevent food
irradiation these ministers may soon agree to food irradiation unless there is indication of concern and
opposition to this damaging technology.
Supermarkets may oppose irradiation of fresh produce if it is pointed out to them that selling such food may
result in illness or deaths of consumers. This could lead to supermarkets being sued for knowingly selling
irradiated fresh foods when there is evidence of harm.

Remember The Wild- www.rememberthewild.org.au
Main Aims
Remember The Wild seeks to bring experiences of the natural world
back into our lives, for the benefit of both the environment and ourselves.
Dedicated to improving public access to nature, we reconnect
communities with the local environment and help people remember why
the wild matters.

Current Projects
Look At Me Podcasts
Look at Me brings weird and wonderful wildlife right to your ears. This
podcast series celebrates the underappreciated creatures that make our
continent unique.
Community Conservationists
Community Conservationists celebrates tree planters, wildlife carers,
citizen scientists and other inspirational people who are putting in the
hard yards to care for nature.
Celebrating Our Eucalypts
We announce the release of Eucalypt – a five-part documentary
series we have produced about these essential trees, funded by
Eucalypt Australia.
Plains-Wanderer: A Feature Film
In collaboration with key groups and individuals involved in
Plains-wanderer conservation, we are producing a documentary
film that explores this special bird’s evolutionary uniqueness,
conservation status and the human stories behind saving the
species from extinction.

Major Resources
Remember The Wild collects wide ranges of stories with the local nature from communities, including Read,
Watch and Listen, full detail in www.rememberthewild.org.au/stories/#watch

See also Rewilding Australia - WWF-Australia

CSIRO Publishing- www.publish.csiro.au
By Anna Kula, HOPE volunteer QLD

CSIRO Publishing is an independent not-for-profit publishing house within the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), established in Australia in 1995. The organisation publishes and
distributes articles, books and journals on environmental and health sciences catering to audiences as young
as 8 years old. CSIRO Publishing is a member of several professional societies and are subject to academic
peer-review.
The organisation aims to promote excellence and support Australian science and scholarship. To achieve
this CSIRO Publishing have partnered with some 23 organisations all of which are either scientific,
agricultural, health or publishing bodies or databases, ten of which are Australian based.
CSIRO Publishing’s blog releases new stories every fortnight which highlights some of the field work, books
and research being done by writers and researchers in Australia. The blog also advertises new release books
and promotes ‘awareness days’ focusing on animal and marine conservation.
CSIRO Publishing have an Open Access online database where readers can access and view articles, books
and journals for free. Access to some of this material is sponsored by external organisations, partners or
CSIRO publishing society partners. CSIRO Publishing offer journal subscriptions which provide access to
archives of past publications, printed copies are delivered by mail for the year of subscription. Subscription
prices vary depending on the journal/s of interest anywhere from $0 to $2,674 per year to residents of
Australia. Books and journals can be found online and are categorised by topic. After some digging, I was
surprised to find that CSIRO Publishing only provides access to 27 Australian and international journals.
However, the number of books in their database appears to be limitless covering a vast range of topics.
I was impressed by the ‘Learning’ section of the website, offering online scientific writing workshops, compiled
teacher notes to support books taught in school, access to a kid’s magazine called Double Helix as well as
kids’ activity and picture books! Teacher notes are available as a free pdf download for 26 different books
aimed at school aged kid’s years 1-12. Kids magazines, activity and picture books are available as paper
copies for around $10.

Nature Strips – green our public spaces one footpath at a time
- https://www.naturestrips.com.au/
Written by Sophie Lee, HOPE Volunteer VIC
Nature Strips is a conversational blog, established by Gayle Dallaston, founder of the Shady Lanes Project,
that engages members of the community in a discussion on all things verge gardening.
With increasing urbanisation and decreasing levels of vegetation, Australia’s main cities are subject to the
‘urban heat island’ effect in the summertime, and face significantly higher temperatures compared to
surrounding highly vegetated rural areas. In conjunction with climate change, it is forecasted that the ‘urban
heat island’ effect could subject our main cities to unliveable temperatures by 2050 - 60.
Nature Strips aims to encourage individuals to contribute to revegetation efforts, through revitalising the
public land right on our doorsteps – the grass nature strip – to alleviate the ‘urban heat island’ effect faced
by our cities.
The blog is an excellent resource for those who are interested in starting their own verge garden but do not
know where to start, with tips on which types of plants to include and personal anecdotes of plants that have
done well (and not so well) in Gayle’s own verge.
Interested in starting a verge?
Each council area has different guidelines on street verges. The Shady Lanes Project has a directory which
compiles the guidelines for most council areas in Australia, which can be accessed at:
https://shadylanes.com.au/directory/directory-category/councils/
The directory does not yet include advice for all councils. If your council area is not listed, look on your council
website for any pre-existing advice or contact your council directly for further information.

Earth Law Centre’s Global Mission for a Green Future
By Conor Murphy – HOPE Volunteer QLD

About:
Earth Law Centre (ELC) is an international organisation
endeavouring to cultivate a grassroots movement from the
ground up – a movement that wholly recognises the intrinsic
value of nature and its interconnectedness with society.
Supporting this movement are a suite of professionals,
strategies, and partnerships, expertly commissioned by
ELC to affect the most substantial change possible.
ELC believes that the success of any grassroots movement stems from community support and engagement.
The local knowledge and insights that ELC gains from these partnerships have proven to be instrumental in
their movement to challenge the overarching legal and economic systems that profit from environmental
degradation. In doing this, ELC aims to create a more receptive environment for governance systems that
maximise social and ecological wellbeing for communities throughout the world.

Pictured above: Eco-centric communities around the world
Earth Law Centre’s aim is simple: to protect nature for the sake of nature. In seeking to employ a new
generation of laws that recognise the interconnectedness between nature and humanity, ELC looks to bring
about an independent era for nature – one that doesn’t merely confine it to national parks, inner-city botanical
gardens, and any other systems of human possession.

Strategy:
To realise this aim, ELC looks to employ their influence by raising awareness via education and outreach,
fostering strategic partnerships with grassroots organisations, and securing new laws and landmark court
decisions that can further facilitate the protection of nature.
Services:
To bring about its big ideas, ELC maintains a comprehensive list of services centred around legal drafting,
education, movement building, and litigations and briefs.
Partner organisations:
Most importantly, ELC is part of an internationally
diverse network of partner organisations, each sharing
ELC’s passion to bring about the most progressive and
substantial environmental change possible. ELC
partners with a number of global environmental
organisations– including the Australian Earth Laws
Alliance, Women’s Earth and Climate Action Network,
and Nature Rights (Europe) to name a few.

Key achievements:
• Helmed the establishment of the Earth Law Framework for Marine Protected Areas, which serves
invoke a more eco-centric approach to MPA management.
• Launched our Ocean Rights Program by submitting an initiative to the UN that garnered over 70
organizational sign-ons from 32 countries and which cumulated in a speech to the UN General
Assembly.
• Assisted governments across the world to write and apply Rights of Nature laws, which included a
recent constitutional amendment in Colima, Mexico; a Rights of Nature bill in the Philippines; a
Sustainability Rights Ordinance for the City of Santa Monica, California and a resolution for the town
of Crestone, Colorado.
References:
www.earthlawcenter.org
www.theonlygreenlist.com/orgs

The Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) – protecting the environment with
intelligence - https://eia-international.org
Formally created in 1984, the story of the Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) really began the year
before when a refitted North Sea fishing trawler, renamed Balaenoptera, set out for northern Norway to
document its minke whale hunts.
Environmental activist Allan Thornton masterminded the expedition and among the volunteer crew were
Dave Currey and Jennifer Lonsdale. The harrowing first-hand footage of whale hunts contributed to Norway’s
whaling quota being cut by two-thirds and the end of its use of cold harpoons – and inspired the three to
create EIA.
A year later, Currey and Lonsdale set out for the Faroe Islands on the organisation’s first official investigation
to observe its pilot whale hunts, the findings of which again made a major international impact.
The three founders realised that on-the-ground documentary investigation was a powerful new tool for
effective campaigning, something that would become a cornerstone of EIA’s work in the following years.
Its early use of covert recording equipment to capture first-hand evidence was pioneering and today it
remains at the forefront of campaigning organisations using it as a tool to document the facts and drive
change.
Another of its unique aspects is that it has often been able to voice what larger groups feel unable to say,
while its small size allows it to mobilise in ways bigger organisations cannot.
EIA’s original mission was to investigate, expose and campaign against the illegal trade in wildlife and the
destruction of our natural environment – and nothing has changed in that respect.
From that first mission to Norway, EIA’s Ocean work began life as the Cetaceans Campaign and swiftly grew
in ambition to protect whales, dolphins and porpoises, with a focus on the whaling activities of Japan and
Iceland, and to work on marine plastic pollution.

Its Wildlife work began in the late 1980s with what would become
the Elephant Campaign when it undertook a two-and-a-half-year
undercover investigation into the ivory trade which played a key
role in achieving the 1989 international ban on elephant ivory
trade at the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species (CITES).

EIA’s Tiger Campaign began in 1993 when its investigations into
illegal trade contributed to US President Clinton’s Interagency
Task Force.

Its Climate campaigns initially grew out of the Ocean work in the
mid-1990s when it was researching the impact of increased
ultra-violet radiation on marine habitats and encountered
rumours of a growing black-market trade in CFCs
(chlorofluorocarbons), then the most widely used ozone layerdestroyer.

EIA’s Forests campaign released its first investigative report into
illegal logging in Indonesia’s Tanjung Puting National Park in 1999
and hasn’t looked back since, going on to expose forest crime in
China, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Mozambique, Myanmar,
Thailand and Vietnam.

In 2018, a new Pangolins Campaign was created in response to the
fast-growing poaching and trade in these shy, scaled ant-eaters.

Throughout EIA’s history, it has faced what appeared to be overwhelming challenges and has managed to
secure a raft of positive results for the planet, such as securing global bans on commercial whaling and
trading elephant ivory, reforming the timber industry to curb illegal logging and leading successful efforts to
secure agreements on the production and consumption of climate-changing gases.
By deploying in-depth research and policy analysis, combined with hard evidence gathered through
investigations, it has secured notable victories in the fight against environmental crime and abuse – and will
continue to do so for as long as environmental criminals are wreaking havoc on the planet for profit.
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